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Abstract

In brain computer interface (BCI) system, the most important part is classification of human thoughts in order to translate

into commands. The more accuracy result in classification the system gets, the more effective BCI system is. To increase

the quality of BCI system, we proposed to reduce noise and artifact from the recording data to analyzing data. We used

auditory stimuli instead of visual ones to eliminate the eye movement, unwanted visual activation, gaze control. We

applied independent component analysis (ICA) algorithm to purify the sources which constructed the raw signals. One of

the most famous spatial filter in BCI context is common spatial patterns (CSP), which maximize one class while minimize

the other by using covariance matrix. ICA and CSP also do the filter job, as a raw filter and refinement, which increase

the classification result of linear discriminant analysis (LDA).

Key words : Brain-Computer Interface (BCI), Electroencephalogram (EEG), Common Spatial Patterns (CSP),
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1. Introduction

Brain-computer interface (BCI) system, translate or

decode the human brain signal to control outer device

without movement. Human brain signals which are

mostly used is electroencelophagram (EEG) signal.

Recording based on the users attention for visual/audio

stimuli, and coding user's attention to commands to

control the system. Most of all cue for attention are

based on visual stimuli, such as: Visual epoched poten-

tial (VEP), steady state visual epoched potential

(SSVEP).. as mentioned in[1]. On the other hand, EEG

based on visual cue contaminated artifacts and noise

not only insisted by muscle or EEG properties, but also

caused by unwanted activated from eye gaze of users.

In this study, we applied auditory stimuli in order to

replace visual studio in designing BCI systems[2].

Auditory cue for attention was supposed that could re-

duce the noise caused by eye movement or unwanted

respond by eye gaze. In auditory experiment, subjects

were instructed to closed eye and relaxed so that they

could concentrate on hearing the cue and not be at-

tacked by unwanted visual stimuli when recording

signals. BCI systems are famous of applying for patient

who lost limb in accident or disease of brain function, ...

So in almost experiments of BCI systems cue for task

of limbs movement imagination or execution. Such as in

[3-5], all EEG data recorded were hand movement, foot

movement and also tongue imagination movement. In

neuro-physiological point of view, the intention is influ-

enced by the rhythmic activity in specific locations over

the sensori-motor cortex. BCI systems's work is de-

tection the difference between each movements, selected

them as features and coding them to command to com-

municate with devices. But EEG signals are non-in-

vasive technique so that noise also recorded with brain

signal in EEG data.

In BCI systems, quality and quantity of the signals

were influenced by the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

and the non-stationaries sources of the brain signals.

subjects and time scales. These properties make the

BCI systems need to be purified noise by robust non-

stationary over brain signals [6]. In our previous work,

we applied independent components analysis (ICA) to

estimate the sources that caused EEG signals, based on

those components. We assumed that brain signals were

the sources that got bigger percentage of accounting

variance value. From ICA technique, we could reduce

the dimension of the signal from so many components

contained noise. We reduced noise component aim to

purify the signals. With a small number (around 20-25

% components were kept and 75-80 % of components

are eliminated) of components, a new space were
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reconstructed. Even though, [6] ICA could filter the

noise sources caused by outer brain but there were still

artifacts that occurred inside brain which caused by

non-stationary character.

In order to solve the inner noise sources[7], common

spatial pattern (CSP) is a powerful technique. CSP is

the famous algorithm, which maximize one condition

while minimize the other[4][5], for a binary choice

separation. CSP technique in[2-5] shown the effective-

ness of CSP in BCI context. In this paper, we used ICA

and CSP to filter the signal with purposed to increase

the classification results. As previous work, the ICA

technique could upgrade the results. We supposed CSP

also could improve the classification result of classifiers.

We applied two different algorithms to classify, they

are linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and support vec-

tor machine (SVM) to evaluate the advance of CSP and

ICA in extracting features.

2. Related work

2.1 Independent Component Analysis (ICA)

If  is original × EEG signal and statisti-
cally × independent component  is unknown,
an instantaneous linear mixture matrix  can be calcu-
lated by equation (1). The element  of  is weight

of mixing components[2].

   (1)

 is always squared as [× ], because the size
of sources is equal to the size of observed signals. So

we can express the inverse matrix  to decoding ma-
trix  as shown in equation (2).

        (2)

From these sources , we could analyze and determine

which sources we kept to more analyze and which

sources we reduced as noise part. ICA also applied as

blind source separation (BSS) in many fields of pre-

processing signals.

2.2 Common Spatial Patterns (CSP)

CSPs has been widely used in BCI systems and

highly successful in calculating spatial filter for detect-

ing event-related potentials, especially for an decrease

or increase of band-power values, namely event-related

desynchronized and event–related synchronized

(ERD/ERS) respectively[7]. Since variance of band-pass

filtered signals is equal to band-power, CSP algorithm

is suited to classify mental task that are characterized

by ERD/ERS, which usually used analysis in motor ac-

tivity for both actual and imagination. CSP is fit to an-

alyze the differences in band power between two

conditions. The aim of this algorithm was solved by

maximizing the Rayleigh quotient for each condition.

As in[7], we assume that  and  are the average

covariance matrices from class 1 and class 2 re-

spectively, equation (3) illustrates for condition i = 1

and 2:

 
   


(3)

In order to solve this maximization of the Rayleigh

quotient as maximize one class with:

       (4)

Where b is an arbitrary constant (the norm of w can
be chosen so that equation (4) holds) and solved by us-

ing Lagrange multipliers is:

   
     (5)

The filters w can be defined by the derivative of L

with respect to w equal 0:



   

     

⇔    

⇔   
   

(6)

We can solve this problem by using eigenvalue and

eigenvector. With largest eigenvalue corresponds to the

spatial filters that maximizes the variance of class 1

( ) while minimize the common variance (  ).

The same progress for condition 2 and get the filter

fitted to equation (3) and (4). It is simple generalization

eigenvector with smallest eigenvalue. In this case the

largest eigenvalue of this condition is the smallest ei-

genvalue of another condition.

3. Experimental Method

3.1 Data acquisition

Figure 1. shows our auditory paradigm, there are

three kinds of sounds, including: 1) right hand move-

ment instruction (signal # = 20, 500Hz), 2) left hand

movement instruction (signal # = 10, 2000Hz), and 3)

ignored noise sound. All subjects had two sessions with

different conditions: closed-eye and open-eye. We re-

corded EEG signals by using 64 channels EEG

(Synamp2, NeuroScan Corp.) and the sampling rate

equals 1000Hz. Since this study concentrated executive
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movement so we recorded signals with 25 channels. In

the term of neuro-physiologic, limb movements are

controlled by the motor cortex area over the head. For

a specific analysis of hand movement[8], we chose 25

channels as fig. 1b), where cover the motor cortex and

especially channels C3 and C4. It is said that these 2

channels were analyzed for limb movements.

a) 25 channels location

b) channel locations and setup

Fig. 1. EEG acquisition: a) subject and Stim2 and b)

channel selection

Subjects were instructed to sit down and relaxed,

just concentrated to hear the sound and respond as in-

structed above. Data analyzing from 2 subjects, who

have averaging of age is 26.5 year-old and both are

healthy subjects (one is left handed). All subjects are

our laboratory graduate student, who the first time re-

corded EEG signals and BCI system.

3.2 Preprocessing

As mentioned before, the physiological shown that

limb movement was analyzed in  (8-13 Hz) and 
(12-25 Hz) rhythms[9]. In our specific executive hand

movement we more concentrated on  rhythm cover
the  band (8-12 Hz) for motor rhythms and hand
movement. In this study, we did the band pass filter

from 8 to 13 Hz for reducing the noise of muscle and

subjects movements. The data after denoising were

continuously studied for eliminating the outer noise by

using ICA algorithm. Signal, after recording, was

whitening by band pass filter in the  rhythms follow-
ing the neurological information. Then it was consider

as input for eeglab application to approximate the in-

dependent sources. We extracted epochs of 2 conditions

and then removing the bad sources separately in 2

conditions. as in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Independent Component Analysis method for

denoising signal

Based on the accounted variance, we chose the max-

imum covariance accumulation up to 95 %. In this

study, the number of components were chose to be kept

was around 20 - 30 % of total 25 components. So we

reduced the bad components and just kept small num-

ber of components to reconstruct and analyze.

3.3 Feature extraction and Classification:

Data after applied preprocessing step, we analyzed

for CSP to archive spatial filter for 2 class of hand

movement. CSP with target to get the maximum of one

condition and the same time get the minimum for the

rest class. By using eeglab application, we extracted

epochs of each condition. Epochs in this experiment

were extracted more concentrate about the real move-

ment when subject did and analyzing based on the dif-

ferent of the subject around 300ms after stimuli. In the

previous work, we also analyzed this part of EEG

signals. In this study we still keep the epoch time same

with last time analyzed and based on P300 technique.

Covariance matrices were calculated for 2 conditions

each condition gather of 35 trials. We chose 2 features

both are maximum of each condition. In fact that, one

is maximum of this condition, also is minimum of the

other condition. Common spatial pattern

From these features, we reconstructed again the sig-

nals and it was the input of the classification. In this
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Accuracy

Classificati

on (%)

Subject 1 Subject 2

Session 1 Session 2 Session 1 Session 2

LDA 86.57 % 71.8 % 74.19 % 87.44 %

SVM 90.85 % 74.2 % 77.64 % 87.85 %

ICA-LDA 58.6 % - 54 % -

study, we used support vector machine (SVM) for

classifier. In the previous work we used linear discrim-

inant analysis (LDA). we could compare previous work

and this study to find out the advantage of combination

between two kinds of filters. The results were calcu-

lated by 5 fold-cross validation to evaluate the advance

of the method and classifiers.

Fig. 3. Frequency domain of raw signals and three

specific frequency analyzing topography

4. Results

It is also announced that the hand movement ap-

peared in mu rhythms specific band 8-13 Hz or foot

movement appeared in beta rebound[9][10] in neu-

ro-physiological knowledge. In the figure 3, frequency

domain of original signals shown the fact that the real

hand movement appeared peak and high power in 
rhythm, in this case was around 8-13 Hz and got peak

at 10Hz. Figure also shown the same fact announced in

the neurophysiological point of view[10], and three pic-

ture of head distribution of topography around three

specific frequency: 6Hz, 10Hz, and 22Hz. From three

topography we could estimate the high or low amplitude

of EEG signals over the brain with specific frequencies.

After using ICA algorithms for 25 channels, we esti-

mated 25 components for each dataset. In each dataset

we got different estimate sources so that the number of

components to be kept also was different. Each data

had various number of components gathered to get over

95 % but it was still a very small number compared to

total number in this case was 25 components. In figure

4, there are 5 red circles of 5 first components shown

the components were chosen in that data based on the

variance accounted.

Fig. 4. 25 components from ICA algorithms results

distribute over averaging of 25 channels

We applied to analyzed: 50% data for training and

50% data for testing. We used 5 cross-validation for

random running test to have results in the table 1. We

could easily find out that SVM technique always got

the better results for all dataset. In this study, for a

specific test analysis, we gathered detail results in

which some were equal for two methods. Compared to

the previous work which was only applied ICA for fea-

ture extraction. From previous work[11] the max result

only get 58.6% as shown in the last row of table 1. We

could easily to find out that combination with CSP the

result of classification increase 27.97% (LDA) and

32.25% (SVM) for subject 1 session 1 same dataset.

The different between two classifiers was not much

around 5 % but the difference between ICA and ICA +

CSP over 20% accuracy of classification methods. In

this study, we applied for 4 data sets of two subjects.

Previous work we only analyzed from 2 data sets of

two subjects.

Table 1. Classification accuracy of LDA and CSP

methods of 2 subjects (S1 and S2)
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5. Discussions

Auditory stimuli also could get good result for real

hand movements as visual stimuli could. From the EEG

data, we could find out that the auditory stimuli could

get a clearer EEG signal than visual stimuli EEG

signals. The number of the interesting components was

20-25% of all 25 components but still kept the interest-

ing information in EEG signals. That is the reason why

could increase the result of classifier in the previous

work. Even though the subjects did not have training

data set to train the brain state in order to get some

brain states the classification result was rather good. In

this study, we proposed to combined ICA as a raw fil-

ter and CSP as a second filter for reducing noise, arti-

facts, and also maximize one condition while minimize

the other in EEG signals. The classification results of 2

classifiers shown the improvement of the classification

result. Last study [11], only ICA could increase around

10% for the same data set compared to raw signals. In

this study, the results increase over 20% compared to

only using ICA for feature extraction.

But the different number of kept components from

each subjects and same subject but different session

still different based on subjects and sessions. This

problem was created by the invariant character of EEG

signals transferring from subject-to-subject and ses-

sion-to-session. In the future, we will analyze this ex-

periment for imagery movement and for disable

subjects. In order to create a perfect BCI system control

outer devices for all healthy and prosthetic subjects. So

that a dynamic system which could have recognition

brain state well and also solve the problem of transfer

subjects and session.
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